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About This Game

The famous art collection of your family was stolen. By investing the profits of your coffee or tobacco plantations you might
have the chance to save the heritage of your ancestors – but only if you manage your colonial enterprise wisely.
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short sweet and over 9000 lasers
tip look up controls. "Great 'Little Big Planet'-type game for PC. Great physics and destruction that makes it possible to
solve the puzzles in more than the intended way!" - Confiding me, 3 years ago.

This is beyond the point of circling the drain. The developers had big plans for this, and I sympathize with them that
this didn't sell better. Its a passion project that couln't be made because of lack of funding, but that is still no excuse to
completely cut communication with the hopefull community.

Dissapointed!. I don't like to give out bad reviews but I feel like it's needed to make something worth of this game. I
don't remember when I bought it or for how much but I do hope it wasn't for too much since it wouldn't be worth it.
The game lacks in explaining what you're supposed to do. It puts you into something and you are left with trying to
find tools to keep moving foward. But when you drop a tool to keep moving you sometimes can't remember of just
can't pick it up from where you left it. The game has 2 areas that you play at, the backyard (I suppose it was) and the
basement. Not much to do really. It could have been much better if it was more worked on.. gt;Got the game on a whim.
>Had no idea what I was doing.
>Joined multiplayer.
>Played against the Dev.
>Got my butt kicked.

10/10 would embarrass myself again.

(P.S. He's a really nice guy! Support this Dev now!). I really enjoyed the playthrough of this game.

For sure, it's not a AAA title, but consindering it's done with such a small team this is great quality and well worth the
money.

The graphic style is charming, the voice acting is good and the puzzels make sense.
Well you could say they make maybe a bit to much sense, because the difficulty overall is what I would consider as
easy.

You 100% get what the trailer is suggesting: a charming old school point & click adventure with a solid story and
likeable characters. I can absolutely recomend this game!

Some light critique:
- some screens are 99% pointless
- the future part feels a bit rushed compared to the medival part. Another great and brilliant game from
BrainGoodGames. If you like puzzle games (kinda chess-like in style but based on placement and with random
elements) and you don't have the full BrainGoodGames corpus in your library, you are missing out. This is a good one
to start with, but be sure to also check out Solar Settlers (similar) and Axes and Acres (kinda similar).

One downside of this one compared to the others is the shape of the learning curve (for me, anyway -- I am sure it is
different for others). I went from cruising to appx level 20 in each of the four versions without a single loss, to
struggling to get appx 4 more levels up, to stuck (unable to advance except when I lost games and thus dropped back a
level to where it was easier before advancing again). I see it is possible to advance because there are a half dozen people
on the global leaderboards with up to ten more levels than I have, but I am baffled about how they are doing it. So,
having reached the "one step forward and one step back" point, and having gotten the final achievement (win 100
games; I was the first to get it among those appearing in the global leaderboards [takes bow]), I may be done.

That said, I *really* enjoyed the game and got my money's worth of lots of great gameplay out of it (about 30 hours -
my stats reflect a bunch of time afk). So do buy it if you like card-puzzle or chess-like puzzle games!. Game is good for
that money, but need more optimalization.
Actually there's not any difference when I'm change settings from low to ultra.
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Intel i3 2120, 6GB RAM, GeForce 450GTS and game runs on 20 fps.. I have only played the Intro I scenario against the
AI (General) so far. I did not encounter any card play bugs, or any (serious) bugs at all. There were a few minor things
that might have been glitches, but they did not affect gameplay. Every function is pretty clear from the interface
without having to read a manual. I was able to enjoyably play The Great War. I am familiar with the rules of the board
game, and that may affect the learning curve. I am recommending this game based on the promise of online
multiplayer being added in a future update, as I feel that is really needed for a game like this.. I have started to slow
down my purchasing of Vive games, now that so many are coming out every day, with a huge variety of quality and
longevity.
For the money, and as a Early Access, this is a great game.
Long term it really needs some work, which I am sure they will do (and hope :) )
Worst complaint, and I've seen others mention it, is the aiming on the gun is terrible. SPT is awesome on this front.
This should be copied or the gun just made more accurate. Would like no gun loading option too, personally.
Enemies need more AI.
Enemies should be bigger too, in a VR headset it is hard to see them.
Shield perhaps, instead of a pretty useless sword?
A story would be great, maybe more changes to the levels.
The train track works well, and the idea is cool, and its fun to play.
I think most people will be happy with the fun for the money but leave the game wanting so much more.
I do recommend it for this price.
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Simply broken to where completion is unachievable. If you're looking for a puzzle game that soothes the soul, look no further.
This is absolutely lovely, well made and very satisfying. I fully recommend this game, even at full price. You might not end up
spending hundreds of hours in this, but it's the perfect game to unwind after a hard day and\/or while watching shows\/movies.

The Good:

Sound is very soothing and fits the biome

Interesting interactions between pieces allow for great situations, where you pat yourself on the shoulder for
doing so well

"Losing" doesn't hurt in this game. It just means you start over with something smaller and get to enjoy it
again!

The Bad:

It's not for perfectionists. If you like to min\/max everything, the lack of being able to undo anything, might
upset you when you see some placement later that you ruined with an earlier decision.

It's not for people who think this is a city builder. It isn't one and only really goes in that direction if you invest
some imagination of your own.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/i6_wkWbsE_Q. Realms of Arkadia series does a great job turning a pen and paper Rpg into a video
game. If you're into P&P RPG this game and series is a must have. If you want HD graghics and intense 3D battles with
fast and furious leveling and rewards this is not for you. What you do get is a challenging game with a high sense of
accomplishment.

Other games of the time did not go into the game management required by the Realms of Arkadia. Just covering the
basic needs of food and water can be difficult if you don't select the right characters and skills. You must then place
points into your skills when leveling or allow the computer to do it for you but not always getting logical reulults. With
improperly placed skill points some skills will never be successful.

Not to mention casting spells. Of the 5 different magic using types each have their own strengths and weaknesses in spell
casting. If you don't plan ahead some spells will remain unavailable or extremely difficult to cast, depending on spell
strength, and Attribute score. which is also new to video games as most if not all games before simply required you to
have enough spell points to successfully cast.

In other words, challenges that other games did not have and alot still don't.

Being able to replay a game is a major bonus as you can try different characters to receive different starting skills and
spells. You can then place points differently and at the end of the game have completely different characters. Another
bonus is being able to use these characters throughout the entire series of games.

Even if you don't like the video game you can print out the manual and sit down with friends and have a great time
rolling dice and complaining how the game master hates you. Even if you do like the game it's always fun complaining
how the GM hates you.
. I want to like this game. I bought it after finishing a run of Ginormo Sword, thinking it would scratch the same itch.
And in some ways it does. You can make your sword big, and the attacking mechanics are (slightly) more involved.

But you can beat it in under an hour. There's no elemental damage and minimal enemy variety. The good psi powers are
redundant by the time you get them. And multiple achievements are straight broken, refusing to unlock even when you
satisfy the conditions.
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On top of all this, the developer seems to have abandoned the game; the achievements have been broken for over a year.

Steer clear.. I love the game by the frustrated point that is you have to start it OVER AGAIN when you die! that makes
the easy game hard to beat. Great game with nice old school art, it's just so addicted :O. This is an edit of my earlier
review. Initially, the way the monsters leveled with you, along with the lack of gear, made the battles very long and
tedious. However, within days of posting my review, the developer has made several changes to the game that eliminate
many of my negative comments. First, there is now a difficulty setting. Those who want the much more difficult battles,
can have them, and those who want a bit less of a grind feel and a more casual experience can select the very easy or
easy settings. I've tried them out, and it's like a completely new game. Even in very easy mode, the battles still require a
bit of strategy and take a little time, but they are nowhere near the length they used to be. Monsters will be a lower level
than you and do far less damage, which means the constant need for health items is also greatly diminished.

As for the game itself, beautiful graphics and environments. There was a lot of thought and a lot of custom detail that
went into this game, making it a delight. On top of that, the story revolves around a very dark and twisted fairy tale
world. I love it, but, it might not be everyone's cup of tea. So far, the game delves into many dark topics and violence is a
key element. It really is an amazing twist on something normally for children, and the dark side of fairy tale characters is
delightful. Just a fair warning--don't grow too attached to anyone. I haven't finished the game yet, but anticipate more
devastating loss, and I actually can't wait to see the twists and turns the story takes.

Another thing I really enjoy about the game is the way that abilities are set up for Sopie, the main character. No earning
them by simply leveling, but rather you have to find certain things in order to gain new skills. On top of that, you have to
make choices. There are six types of magic that Sophie can learn; however, to gain strength, three of those will have to
be sacrificed.

As for your companions, their skills are called "affinities," something everyone in the fairy tale world has. This means
that they will have an affinity for one thing or another, and nothing else. As far as I know, they don't gain any new skills
as they level--whatever they have is it. This means that you often have to think through how best to defeat certain kinds
of monsters based on the skills your companions have and on what the monsters' weaknesses are.

With the changes in place--and the fact the developer readily listens to feedback and implements regular changes and
updates--I would definitely recommend this game. Especially if you like things a little more on the dark and twisted side.
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